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Abstract. With the pace of development of science and technology continue to accelerate, the 
traditional technology foresight has been often limited by it's long cycle period and large expend. 
This paper presents a new model in a traditional method acting that --- Ant Colony Algorithm. 
Facing the basis problem, the idea is "Agent" on topology have two tendencies, which we define as 
"Convergence" and "Extinction". By interaction and updated coefficient, to find the best industry 
directions . In this basis, iterative technology foresight and Ant Colony model to build dimensional 
network model, and the process description of the algorithm and the convergence of the algorithm 
are expressed by mathematical formula. 

Introduction 

In the 21st century, science and technology at an unprecedented pace, to the political, economic 
and social development and people's work and life have a profound change. Competition in the 
global economy and science and technology is heating; the study found that the risk of new product 
development and cost models and techniques, often by the developed countries, emerging 
disciplines, interdisciplinary and cross-sectoral cooperation projects guided. In order to accurately 
grasp the future development trend of science and technology and its impact on the economy, 
society and environment, identify priority areas of development, carry out technology foresight 
activities have become more and large enterprises a conscious decision to select [1]. Technology 
Foresight in the enterprise as a strategic management tool, is committed to scientific, technical, 
technological and economic forecasting in the whole of the next period of time, select those 
research projects of strategic importance by the method of measurement science, cutting-edge 
technology and general technology, allocation of resources, the use of market economic laws 
selection mode, to maximize social and economic benefits [2-5]. 

Traditional methods and Technology Foresight Technology Foresight Research Status 

Delphi Method is the most commonly used and effective method in the research of technology 
foresight. Delphi method is a quantitative and a structured decision support technology, itself is in 
some quantitative information collection process, through multidimensional expert independent and 
repeatedly of subjective judgment (subjective judgment, but won a relatively objective information, 
advice and insights [4]. The essence of the Delphi method for a according to the subjective forecast 
method to forecast the technology, each of the steps are required to follow the scientific method, 
especially in dealing with a large number of questionnaire, itself is using the professional statistics 
and economics knowledge, which makes the system meter with the objective factors, illustrate the 
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quantitative Research on the subject of qualitative research, the conclusions more scientific [1-7]. 
But due to the following reasons, making the Delphi law in the second industry to develop the 
limitations of industrial planning route very prominent: 

1. need a lot of resources be devoted to investigation, (organized a team of experts) manpower 
and material resources (workload), making a number of small and medium-sized enterprises can not 
afford the cost of: as shown in Table 1, Japan only in a field opened a hundreds of subject, and the 
rate is not ideal.  

2. the requirements of investigators and experts are very high, and can not avoid the negative 
impact of subjective initiative on the objective law.  

3. the Delphi method itself is static, one-time predicted, the prediction model can not adapt to the 
situation of social science and technology development in the changing, figure 1 shows the 
technology forecasting in the cycle repeated instability [10]. Ant colony algorithm in after the 
optimization, the model of factor agent within a short period also multidirectional parallel activities 
and the continuous exchange of information and update the system parameters, the plan to gain 
technology roadmap intelligent planning model more close to the optimal solution. 

Tab.1: The situation of Japanese Technology Foresight in 2011 
Field   Evaluation task（n）  Done（%）  Partial Done（%）    Not implemented（%） 

Healthcare 83                 19             63                    18 

Food and agriculture    96                 29             48                    23     

Information science    105                34             31                    35   

Social development    130               15             39                    46 

Industry and resources           174                29             26                    45 

Total 588              26（avg）      38（avg）            36（avg） 

Figure 1: Technology forecasting stability of each cycle 

 

The theoretical basis of the application of Ant Colony Theory in Technology Foresight 

By nature of ant colony foraging behavior inspired, Italy scientist M. Dorigo in the nineties of 
the last century through his doctoral dissertation "ant system optimization by a colony of 
cooperating agents proposed a used to find optimal solutions of probabilistic algorithms in the 
graph (or the network topology) and ant colony optimization (ACO). At present, the theory of ant 
colony as industry technology roadmap search research, mainly including pheromone transfer, 
autocatalytic, evaporation mechanism, data collection dynamic etc. methods in help enterprises 
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develop industry roadmap, explore the law of science and technology development, to explore 
cutting-edge interdisciplinary research, technology research hot spot and on the potential of 
technology foresight and so on have a unique research value [11]. JE Moffitt pointed out that the 
information convergence, technology portfolio optimization and scientific development path 
optimization can be used as the means and methods of enterprise performance evaluation and 
development of science and technology. And ant colony algorithm by using ant colony foraging 
theory of technology products of development path analysis and processing, to predict the trend of 
the development of science and technology, indeed its industrial technology route, with is 
characterized for the future direction of development of science and technology planning in the 
short term, and the relative  

Delphi Method of long period prediction has certain complementary time and improving 
traditional technology foresight the science and accuracy. At the same time, technology 
roadmapping development can image reveals Technology product evolution, development history, 
frontier and the whole knowledge system structure, reveal the dynamic development rules of 
domain knowledge, can effectively make up for the defects of the Delphi method, scenario analysis 
and other qualitative methods, to improve the accuracy and reliability of the development of 
industrial technology road mapping. [12] 

Ant colony algorithm for the prediction of the technology and basic concepts of ATF model 

Firstly, Tree of Technology Foresight ATF (Ant) is built to abstract the abstract data structure 
(Figure 2): 

Figure 2: ATF model binary tree 

 

From Figure 2 it can be seen that when we put a technology roadmap (here we can understand a 
colony of ants foraging routes) design into a non AVL tree, each technique is the tree root ganglion 
(root); and each depth of the same parent sibling nodes is the version set n; branch node 

11B , 12B , 13B ... nB1  in us as brothers Siblings; from node nB1  to nnB  path is defined as a specific 
technology roadmap. 

If there is a path from nB1  to nnB  in the reality, then nB1  is the ancestor of nnB  and nnB  is 
the descendants of nB1 . If 11B  = nnB , then 11B  is the proper ancestor of nnB  and 11B  is  the 
proper descendant of nnB 11B . 
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ATF Ant survival model  

ATF model ants living environment "extending a suitable path" behavior, the behavior of each 
artificial ant "agent" is very simple, when looking for him to adapt to the route of the extension, it is 
the route to the mobile; on the contrary, when the scan cycle to a certain number of times and 
"agent" not moving signs will automatically disappear [12]. So that the best of the best to know the 
best adaptive evolutionary path". 

The ATF system of the ant Agent "feed" in the scope of activities for the two { 11B .. nB1 } 
×{ 11B .. 1nB } in network. In order not to let the brothers and descendants does not exist and appear 
in the calculation of the error and inconvenience, we put the topology network, the lower boundary 
and the left and right boundaries are connected. 

The state will mark each ant in the ijagent  network ),1}(α,,{ njiyxs ijijijij  . Among them, 
the number n  did not extinct; ijx  and ijy  as the plane coordinate; the degree of the 
disappearance of ijα  for ijagent . )( ijagentN  is defined as the eight brothers around and the 
descendants of the ancestors. Then the current adaptation of ijagent  is )( ijagentF  [12]: 
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The probability of an ant's demise in the environment is represented by aP : 
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Algorithm description and parameter setting 

Through the above description and the definition of parameters, the technical route of ATF 
industry convergence problem can be described as follows: 

Algorithm 
01. Initialize system parameters  
02. Foreach Agent 
03. End for 
04. While (termination not until the trigger critical condition) 
05. Foreach Agent 
06. Calculate quotient Ω 
07. Count ( )a ijP agent  

08. If （Ω≤ ( )a ijP agent ） 

    {Updated Ω until ijagent  extinction} 

09. End if 
10. Updated β  
11. End while 

12.  Get Ω 
 

The initial value of the beta is constant. In the network system in the process of Agent in the 
process of beta update iteration cycle, the magnitude of the industry should be based on the actual 
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situation. 

Conclusion 

In this paper, "the former technology foresight investment is too big" and "the possibility of the 
extension of the ant colony model" as the breakthrough point. A preliminary study of the 
combination of traditional technology and prediction and new ATF 2D network model, put forward 
a can achieve convergence of industrial technology route planning algorithm flow, put forward a 
new possibility and way for the future of small and medium enterprises technology forecast. 
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